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Functional Culture Models to Study Mechanisms Governing
Apoptosis in Normal and Malignant Mammary Epithelial Cells

V. M. Weaver1,2 and M. J. Bissell1
1 Life Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley,
California 94720

Abstract
Mammary tissue homeostasis depends upon dynamic interactions between the epithelial cells, their
microenvironment (including the basement membrane and the stroma), and the tissue architecture,
which influence each other reciprocally to regulate growth, death and differentiation in the gland.
To study how apoptosis is regulated in normal mammary cells, and to understand its role in breast
tumor pathogenesis, we need model systems that recapitulate breast tissue architecture and
microenvironment in culture. We have established culture models of primary and established
nonmalignant mammary cell lines from both rodent and human, and defined procedures to study how
cell and tissue architecture affect signaling by the basement membrane. We show that both a basement
membrane and an organized tissue structure are required to achieve sustained mammary cell survival.
These models could now be used to investigate how the basement membrane represses apoptosis in
normal cells, and how breast cancers become death-resistant.
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MODEL SYSTEMS TO STUDY APOPTOSIS
Apoptosis is a cellular process necessary for embryonic tissue development and for tissue
maintenance in the adult organism. Perturbations in cell death underlie a number of tissue-
specific pathologies including malignancy, and may explain the origins of at least some
therapy-resistant tumors (1,2).

In reviewing the extensive literature on cell death, it is evident that the seminal observations
were derived largely from the use of appropriate model systems to answer specific
physiological questions. For example, genetically defined lower eukaryotic systems were used
to identify the basic cell death components and delineate the stages of apoptosis (3,4). Likewise
isolated nuclei and cell-free systems, reconstituted with cell extracts or genetically engineered
proteins, were used to clarify how the cell death components function to regulate and execute
apoptosis (5,6). Model systems such as transgenic mice or cultures of differentiated human
neurons have helped elucidate how apoptosis can be regulated in higher organisms (2,4,7).
What is becoming apparent from such studies is that cell death decisions are linked to those
regulating tissue-specificity. Yet little is known about how cell and tissue-specific factors
influence and integrate with the cell death pathways. It is thus important to study apoptosis
regulation systematically using tractable, tissue-specific model systems.
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THE MAMMARY GLAND AS A MODEL SYSTEM TO STUDY TISSUE-SPECIFIC
APOPTOSIS

The mammary gland has been used extensively to study how apoptosis is regulated in vivo,
and to examine the role of cell death in tumor progression (8). Studies in animal models have
emphasized the complexity of systemic and breast-specific factors influencing death decisions
in the mammary gland (9). The enormity of physiological, biomechanical and endocrine
modifiers regulating mammary cell function in vivo makes these experiments challenging, the
data analysis complicated, and requires a substantial commitment of time and expense. There
are also certain types of experiments and manipulations that cannot be conducted easily in
vivo. Thus model systems and ‘designer microenvironments’ that recapitulate aspects of the
functional mammary gland in culture have been developed to study the underlying mechanisms
that govern regulation of cell death in normal and malignant mammary cells (10–12). In
addition a number of physical and biochemical manipulations that alter cell shape, tissue
organization and gene expression have also been devised (12–14). The assays are highly
reproducible, are fast and easy to perform, and yield clear, interpretable experimental results
that correlate well with events in vivo.

In this brief review we describe some of these assays, and show how they have been adapted
to study apoptosis in nonmalignant and malignant mammary cells. We argue that the mammary
phenotype is dictated by the complex physical and biochemical interactions between the
cellular and extracellular constituents of the tissue microenvironment, and is influenced by the
cell and tissue architecture. We use our own work to illustrate that the choice of cell model,
the manner in which the cells are spatially manipulated, and the type of extracellular matrix
material and components used can and will influence the results obtained.

Reconstructing the Differentiated Mammary Cell in Culture: The Importance of the Cellular
Microenvironment

The mammary gland is a secretory tissue with an extensively branched system of epithelial
ducts terminating in multiple alveoli or acinar structures. Myoepithelial cells encase the luminal
epithelial cells in the ducts, and are themselves in contact with a laminin and collagen IV-rich
basement membrane. In the alveoli, both epithelial and myoepithelial cells contact the
basement membrane. Surrounding the ductal network, and accounting for greater than 80% of
the breast volume, is a highly compartmentalized stroma. The stromal tissue is composed of a
mesenchymally-derived cellular complement of adipocytes and fibroblasts, and a
proteinaceous network of stromal matrix proteins, consisting of glycosaminoglycans, collagens
(mainly type I and III) and noncollagenous glycoproteins (15).

In this review, we use the term extracellular matrix to connote all the acellular, insoluble
proteinaceous components that exist in the tissue, including the basement membrane. The term
stromal extracellular matrix is used to describe the material surrounding the stromal cells.
Basement membrane is used to denote the organized material between the stroma and the
epithelial components of the gland. The term reconstituted basement membrane is used to
describe the reconstituted gels prepared from Englelbreth-Holm-Swarm tumors (16;
Matrigel™). When we refer to basement membrane in culture, it is the endogenous material
secreted in response to reconstituted basement membrane, since we have shown that both
human and mouse mammary cells synthesize their own basement membrane in response to
appropriate extracellular matrix cues (17,18).

In addition to serving as a structural support system and a reservoir of soluble factors, culture
assays have shown that the basement membrane, stromal extracellular matrix, and cells of the
mammary stroma, modulate mammary cell growth, differentiation and death (10,14,15 and
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refs. therein). Although not as well established in vivo, mammary differentiation correlates
with the presence of an organized tissue structure and a polarized basement membrane, and
can be modified by manipulating the ratio of matrix degrading enzymes to their inhibitors (for
review see 9). Moreover, stromal-epithelial interactions have been implicated in the regulation
of processes such as branching morphogenesis, involution and tumorigenesis (9,10,11,14 and
refs. therein). Culture studies have shown this regulatory relay probably depends upon both
matrix-directed biochemical and biomechanical signaling (13). Indeed, alterations in tissue
organization and matrix composition accompany breast cancer (11,15,19). Conversely, if
tumor-basement membrane interactions could be modified in such a way as to restore the
organization of the breast tissue unit of structure, then the tumor phenotype might be reverted
both in culture and in vivo (20,21). Thus the cytostructure and tissue architecture, the nature
of the matrix, and the ability of the target cell to respond appropriately to the matrix stimuli,
are all important experimental considerations when designing assays to examine mammary
tissue-specific behavior in culture.

Modeling Mammary Phenotype in Culture
A caveat of traditional monolayer cultures of mammary cells is the aberrant cell shape and
organization, inappropriate growth-rates that are similar to malignant cells, and the failure of
the cells to exhibit tissue-specific gene expression (12,14). Biomatrices used to overcome these
drawbacks include: collagen I matrices from rat tail collagen (22), reconstituted basement
membrane from the mouse Englebreth-Holm-Swarm tumor (16), or from tissues such as the
rat liver (12 and refs. therein), those deposited by confluent cell monolayers such as:
endodermal PFHR9 cells (23), keratinocytes (24), or natural matrices such as intact amnion
basement membranes (25), or sea urchin basement membranes (26). The biomatrices can be
further processed to yield growth factor-depleted preparations (27); in addition, purified matrix
proteins, or proteolytically-derivitized, bioactive fragments and functional competitors can be
used (17). Finally, peptides specifying active domains of matrix proteins can be synthesized,
and function-altering antibodies can be utilized for specific competition assays (17,20, for
review see 12).

Using these cell adhesion tools, investigators have been able to recapitulate a number of
mammary functions in culture which otherwise would be lost. For example, when mouse
mammary cells are plated on plastic or onto attached type I collagen gels, they acquire a flat
cuboidal morphology and are unable to synthesize a functional basement membrane, and thus
fail to differentiate and express milk proteins, even in the presence of lactogenic hormones
(13,22). By allowing the collagen gels to float, or by plating mammary cells on pliable tissue
culture membranes, (which allows the cells to organize an endogenous basement membrane;
22), or by providing the cells with an exogenous reconstituted basement membrane (13), they
are able to express β-casein, an important milk protein (for brief review see 10).

Altering Integrin Signaling to Modify Mammary Cell Differentiation
Extracellular matrix-directed effects are transmitted to cells predominantly by a family of
integral transmembrane receptors called integrins (28). Integrins transduce matrix-derived
signals through ligation-associated events and via clustering-mediated recruitment of cytosolic
and cytoskeletal proteins (29). Integrin signaling activity can be manipulated by regulating the
molecular activation state(s), by changing the extracellular cation concentration (30), or free
energy availability (24), or by manipulating integrin conformation using integrin-specific
function-altering antibodies or substrate competitor(s) (31). Alternately matrix-induced
function can be mimicked by artificially clustering or activating integrins using polyclonal
antibodies, bead cross-linked substrates or integrin-specific monoclonal antibodies, or by
altering integrin function using dominant-negative integrin expression constructs or genetically
modified downstream signaling molecules (32). By applying such methods, β1 and β4 integrin
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heterdimers, and a third nonintegrin receptor have been implicated as the mediators of basement
membrane-driven murine mammary epithelial cell β-casein expression (Muschler et al.,
submitted).

Inducing a Tissue-Like Architecture in Culture
In addition to eliciting biochemical-signaling in mammary cells, a malleable reconstituted
basement membrane induces cell rounding, drives cell-cell interactions and facilitates the
assembly of a polarized tissue-like acinus structure, reminiscent of the alveolar sacs from which
the cells are derived from in vivo (18). Following recapitulation of this acinus-like structure,
the cells reconstitute their tissue-specific behavior, repress the expression of growth-associated
genes, for example the cytokines TGFα and TGF-β, as well as transcription factors such as
Id-1, and synthesize and vectorially-secrete most classes of milk proteins, including whey
acidic protein (10,33). These findings imply that features of the organized mammary epithelial
alveolar structure, such as cell rounding, cell-cell communication and tissue polarity, and the
cell adhesion molecules and pathways which direct and maintain the acini (including integrins,
adherens junction proteins and associated signaling molecules), modulate mammary gene
expression. Recent evidence supporting this hypothesis has been obtained in human mammary
cells, where adhesion and growth factor receptor pathways were shown to modulate the
mammary phenotype through reciprocal connections (20,21).

To study the contribution of cell shape, cell rounding can be induced by plating cells on a
malleable matrix, or on a pliable porous filter (27), by de-polymerizing filamentous actin using
cytochalasin D (34), or by preparing cell suspensions using polyHEMA-coated dishes (an inert
nonadhesive compound which inhibits cell attachment) to prevent cell adhesion and spreading
(35, for review see also 13). Using such strategies, it was shown that cell rounding was sufficient
to induce growth-arrest and the expression of lactoferrin (34, for review see also 13).

To study biochemically-generated basement membrane signals, while minimizing effects on
cell shape, investigators have cross-linked the reconstituted basement membrane with
gluteraldehyde and air dried gels made of basement membrane materials (36). Alternately
purified basement membrane components, such as laminin-1 or fibronectin have been dripped
onto pre-clustered and pre-rounded cells, or cells and tissue structures have been ligated with
basement membrane components or integrin-specific antibodies cross-linked to inert
microbeads (13, Muschler et al., submitted, see also 10 for review). Using these approaches,
it was shown that laminin-directed signaling is not sufficient for β-casein induction, unless the
cells possess the correct cell shape (34; for review see also 13).

Cell-cell adhesion in the mammary gland is mediated in part, although not exclusively, by
adherens and tight junction proteins such as E cadherin, β-catenin, occludin and ZO-1, while
basement membrane cues are transduced predominantly by the integrins α2/β1, α3/β1 and α6/
β4, and their associated plaque proteins and cytoskeletal elements (37). The contribution of
intercellular interactions to mammary cell phenotype can be studied by compromising E-
cadherin function using either blocking antibodies (38) or dominant-negative E-cadherin
expression constructs (39), incubating cells in a low calcium/EGTA containing medium (40),
or employing single cell assays (41). Cells can also be grown in artificial microcarriers such
as cytodex 3 or cultisphers, to enhance cell-cell interactions and maintain cell attachment, while
reducing oxygen and nutrient gradients (42).

Mammary-specific tissue properties and cell phenotype can be studied further by manipulating
the quality of cell-cell interactions and the nature of the tissue organization. For example,
mechanical agitation and soft agar have been used to cluster mammary cells into disorganized
aggregates to study branching morphogenesis (43), overexpression of the nonclassical
homophillic adhesion molecule epCAM has helped clarify the role of cell-cell interactions in
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mammary tumor invasion and growth (44), and released collagen I gels have shown integrin-
specific effects of basement membrane on mammary morphogenesis and survival (45). Such
manipulations have also been applied to demonstrate the formation of an organized, 3-D3

acinus is necessary to repress TGFα expression and permit whey acidic milk protein expression
in murine mammary cells (33 and refs. therein).

Adapting Biomatrix Assays to Study Mammary Cell Death in Culture
Experiments in vivo have that implied a basement membrane represses cell death in mammary
cell (9). Yet it was results obtained using the ‘differentiation’ based mammary culture assays
that provided the direct relationship between basement membrane-directed signaling and
mammary survival (27,46–48). For example, in the absence of growth factors, primary and
immortalized mammary cells remain viable when in contact with a laminin-rich basement
membrane, yet undergo apoptosis on other matrices such as fibronectin or collagen I (27,47).
The proof for involvement of endogenous basement membrane was provided by studies using
murine mammary cells ectopically expressing the metalloproteinase stromeylsin-1, under an
inducible promoter. When the activated proteinase was induced in growth-arrested and
differentiated mammary cells, endogenous basement membrane was degraded leading to cell
death (27).

Studies using biomatrix assays have suggested that adhesion-directed survival mechanisms
that are linked to growth control may be distinct from those facilitating long-term survival in
growth-arrested, differentiated mammary cells. For example, experiments in nondifferentiated
kidney and endothelial cells showed that appropriate integrin ligation supports short-term
survival, provided the cells exhibit a critical degree of spreading which is associated with actin
stress fibers and focal adhesion-like structures (49, and refs. therein). In fact, cell spreading
and integrin signaling appear necessary to support a growth response and maintain long-term
viability in cultured nonmalignant cells (50, and refs. therein). Similar observations have also
been made using cultured primary and immortalized human and murine mammary cells (40,
46,47,51). More recently cell rounding, which is associated with growth-arrest and cortical
actin, was shown to lead directly to endothelial cell death, despite integrin ligation and cytokine
stimulation (52). These results suggest adhesion-dependent growth and survival in
nonmalignant cells probably requires integrin-directed actin stress fibers and focal adhesion-
directed signaling (52, for review see 49). This argument is supported by studies that have
shown cell-cell interactions and basement membrane ligation each enhance cell survival in
growth-arrested cells, but only for short periods of time, unless focal adhesions, a degree of
cell stretching and integrin signaling are present (40,50).

This conclusion however, does not explain cellular survival in vivo. For example, the majority
of the mammary epithelium in vivo is growth-arrested and exhibits cortically organized actin,
yet remains viable for extended periods of time. Moreover, focal adhesions are well-
characterized structures found in fibroblasts and growing epithelial cells that are spread on
rigid substrata in culture, and are essentially absent in mammary epithelium in vivo
(unpublished observations). As such, we were interested in determining how cells maintain
long-term survival in the mammary gland, in the absence of adhesion-directed stress fibers and
detectable focal adhesions. (see Fig. 1) Since mammary cells in vivo are incorporated into
complex organized tissue structures, we predict that their viability depends upon tissue-specific
features peculiar to the organized mammary acini. Consistent with this argument, when murine
mammary cells were cultured on a reconstituted basement membrane and allowed to form
differentiated structures, they survived for extended periods of time, despite growth-arrest,

3Abbreviations: two-dimensiona l, (2-D); three-dimensional, (3-D); epidermal growth factor, (EGF); epidermal growth factor receptor,
(EGFR); mitogen activated kinase, (MAPK).
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cortically organized actin and the absence of cytokine stimulation, as well as discernible focal
adhesions (51). We are currently investigating how this organized mammary tissue-like
structure represses cell death.

The mechanism(s) whereby the basement membrane regulates mammary cell death either in
vivo or in culture still remains poorly defined. Nevertheless some key pathways have been
identified and characterized. For example, it was shown that mammary cell-matrix interactions
repress mammary apoptosis in culture through β1-integrin signaling, and that α3-integrins
mediate survival in basement membranes (20,27,46,47) whereas α2-integrins direct survival
on collagen I (46,53). Analogous to cell death in vivo (involution), mammary apoptosis in
culture is associated with bax expression (40,54), and can be prevented by bcl-2, both in
vivo (55) and in culture (unpublished observations, N. Boudreau personal communication).
Furthermore, a failure to repress ice caspase protein and gene expression was associated with
a lack of sustained mammary survival in culture (51), as has been documented for the early
stages of breast involution in vivo (9). However, a more detailed understanding of the
underlying mechanisms for these observations awaits further study.

Tumor Progression and Cell Death
Altered adhesion-dependent growth and survival constitute a necessary step for malignant
progression in the breast. Moreover, malignant mammary cells consistently exhibit alterations
in the expression and organization of their basement membrane integrin receptors in vivo and
in culture (11,56), and show perturbations in their growth, apoptosis and differentiation
behavior in a reconstituted basement membrane culture assay (18). Whereas nonmalignant
mammary cells die following loss of adhesion or treatment with a β1-integrin function-blocking
antibody, many malignant mammary cells appear resistant to this treatment (20,46). Thus
understanding the mechanism used by mammary tumor cells to bypass their basement
membrane-adhesion dependence for survival constitutes an important question in tumor
biology. The challenge is how to overcome the inherent difficulties involved in deriving
definitive experimental conclusions when comparing normal and tumor cells from different
origins.

We have been studying adhesion-linked growth and survival regulation in selected passages
of the HMT-3522 tumor progression series (11,56, and refs. therein). In this model, loss of
growth regulation, changes in morphogenesis and basement membrane-independent survival
precede malignant transformation. For example, the nonmalignant cells which are epidermal
growth factor (EGF)-dependent (lines S-1 50, 110, 175) from this series, all form organized,
3-D acini and arrest their growth in response to cues from a reconstituted basement membrane,
yet the pre-malignant (S-2) and tumorigenic (T4-2) cells form continuously growing,
disorganized colonies under the same circumstances (11,56). Concomitantly, these cells
acquire the ability to survive blockage of β1-integrin-basement membrane interactions as they
progress towards malignancy, such that the tumor progeny from this series do not die when
their β1-integrin-basement membrane interactions are inhibited (20; Fig. 2, Weaver et al.,
unpublished observations).

We asked whether the substantially increased expression and activity of β1-integrins in these
tumor cells could account for their death resistance and if this was associated with their
malignant behavior. We found that treatment of HMT-3522 tumor cells with β1-integrin
function-blocking antibody, in the presence of a reconstituted basement membrane, led to
profound morphological and behavioral changes in the cells including: re-assembly of a
polarized basement membrane, reestablishment of E-cadherin-catenin complexes,
reorganization of the actin and cytokeratin cytoskeletons, relocalization of α6/β4-integrins and
growth-arrest (20). These are all features associated with a nonmalignant phenotype. Moreover
these ‘reverted’ structures exhibited decreased tumorigenicity in vivo, which was reversible
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upon removal of antibodies. Since the genotype of the tumor cells was constant these results
show that tissue organization, directed by cell-matrix signaling, can act as a dominant regulator
of tissue-specific gene expression, even in cells which are already tumorigenic. Furthermore,
since these tumor cells do not die, but instead revert towards a nonmalignant phenotype, these
results suggest a link between integrin signaling, death resistance and tissue structure.

The Link Between Growth and Adhesion in Mammary Cells
In exploring how inhibition with β1-integrin function-blocking antibodies led to growth-arrest
and morphological reversion, we have recently demonstrated a reciprocal crosstalk between
EGFR and β1-integrin cell-adhesion signaling in mammary cells via the mitogen-activated
kinase (MAPK) pathway (21). Antibody-mediated inhibition of either the β1-integrin or EGFR
receptor in the HMT-3522 tumor cells, or inhibition of MAPK kinase activation, induced a
concomitant decrease in the expression of both receptors and a reduction in their downstream
signaling. Proliferation was arrested and tissue morphology was restored with each treatment
by itself, when the cells were polarized in the presence of a reconstituted basement membrane.
In contrast, the effects were not observed when tumor cells were kept flat on tissue culture
plastic, even in the presence of a reconstituted basement membrane, or when they were
rounded, in the absence of a reconstituted basement membrane. Conversely, overexpression
of EGFR in the nonmalignant cell line led to disruption of basement membrane-directed acinus
formation. EGFR overexpression in turn produced a compensatory up-regulation of β1-integrin
expression in the nonmalignant cells, but only when the cells were polarized and in contact
with a reconstituted basement membrane and not on tissue culture plastic. Our results indicate
that cell shape and the nature of the extracellular matrix can, and do, affect the cell’s response
to external stimuli. They further imply that both basement membrane signaling and changes
in tissue architecture integrate to coordinate growth, adhesion and morphogenesis in mammary
cells. These findings further suggest that valid culture models must recapitulate the normal in
vivo cell shape, cell-cell interactions and polarity. (See Fig. 3.)

In conclusion, both the literature and our studies show that the use of appropriate model systems
can reveal new principles of tissue biology. To understand signal transduction in epithelial
tissue, we need to understand signal integration. Our results suggest that the tissue structure is
perhaps the integrator of dynamic interactions that must continually exist between the
microenvironment and the nucleus (57). An understanding of the molecular mechanisms
mediating basement membrane-directed tissue organization should help elucidate how
apoptosis is controlled in the mammary gland.
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Fig. 1.
An organized tissue structure is required to mediate long-term mammary cell survival. Matrix
attachment and integrin signaling are critical for mammary cell growth, differentiation and
survival. Cells that are attached and ligated to a rigid matrix, or cells which maintain activated
integrin signaling remain viable and could grow for extended periods of time in the presence
of cytokines. Alternatively, cell-cell interactions, integrin ligation or matrix attachment each
will support short-term survival in nongrowing mammary cells. However, long-term survival
in growth-arrested mammary cells is critically dependent upon the formation of a basement
membrane-directed, acinar structure.
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Fig. 2.
β1-integrin-survival dependence in the HMT-3522 human mammary cell tumor progression
series is lost upon malignant transformation. The HMT-3522 human mammary tumor cell
series was established from a luminal epithelial cell population, isolated from mammary
reduction mammoplasty. Following removal of epidermal growth factor, and prolonged
culturing in defined media, these cells gave rise to tumors when injected into nude mice (for
discussion of HMT-3522 tumor progression series see 11 and 54; see bottom for schemata).
Alterations in cell-extracellular matrix responsiveness (11) and cell survival dependence (top)
precede malignant transformation in this model. When these cells are grown within a
reconstituted basement membrane in the presence of a β1-integrin function-blocking antibody
(AIIB2; 20), greater than 75 percent of the epidermal growth factor-dependent passage S1-50
cells died within four days of culturing. The percent cell death induction by this treatment was
47 for the S-1 110, 17 for the S-1 175, 9 for the S-2 215 cells and less than 5 for the tumor cells
(top, Weaver et al., unpublished results). Thus as the cells advance towards malignancy, they
become progressively independent of basement membrane-β1-integrin-interactions for growth
and survival.
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Fig. 3.
Basement membrane and three-dimensional spatial organization direct integration of growth
and adhesion pathways in mammary epithelial cells. Cell shape, cell-cell interactions and the
nature and context of the extracellular matrix, affect the manner in which mammary epithelial
cells sense and respond to external stimuli. When cells are spread and grown as monolayers
on various inert substrata, their adhesion and growth pathways are depicted as linear processes
(for review see 49). Following the formation of basement membrane-directed acini however,
mammary cells respond to either growth or adhesion signals as an integrated unit. This unified
response is characterized by a significant degree of reciprocal cross-modulation between the
various signaling pathways (21).
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